
 

 

Community Welcomes Audio Biz as Midwest Sales Representative 
 

 
 
Chester, PA - Effective February 3, 2017, Audio Biz has been appointed to represent Community Professional 
Loudspeakers in the Midwest region, comprising Northern and Central Illinois, the Eastern half of Wisconsin, and 
the state of Michigan. 
 
Founded in 1991 by Randy Stenson and Les Murin, award-winning Audio Biz, Inc. represents leading 
manufacturers of professional audio, video and lighting products. The company is located in Ingleside, Illinois and 
operates a 4,000 square foot office facility, which houses administrative, training, sample warehousing and demo 
fabrication areas. 
 
With a team of 11 employees, Audio Biz prides itself as a firm that returns calls, shows up on time, and delivers 
effective trainings and demos. This simple approach, the foundation of how it does business, has created a 
company consistently recognized as one of the top rep firms in the country. 
 
“We represent, sell and support the best manufacturers in the industry, so we are proud to be partnering with 
Community and look forward to supporting their team in this region of the country,” said Beth Mickel, Sales 
Manager at Audio Biz. 
 
Steve Young, Community’s North America Sales Director, added, “The Audio Biz team has gained a well-earned 
reputation for providing excellent service to all integrators, large and small, throughout their expansive territory. 
With Community now part of their already strong offering of pro AV brands, they can provide integrators with a 
comprehensive end-to-end solution for almost any installation requirement.”  
 
Audio Biz can be reached at (815) 271-3000, sales@audiobiz.com or visit www.audiobiz.com. 
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Photo:  
Back row: Steve Krizka, Shawn McLoughlin, Beth Mickel, Randy Stenson, Don Stockfleth, Rick Brown, Travis 
Brown; Front row: Brian Christ, Nick Nitti, Julie Boatright, Shane McGary 
 
Download the high resolution photo 
 
Community Professional Loudspeakers is a developer and manufacturer of innovative loudspeaker systems for installed sound 
applications. Based in Chester, Pennsylvania, Community is an American original whose innovative products have shaped the professional 
sound industry since the company was founded in 1968.  
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